
300+
BINS  TAGGED

High Country Conservation Center (HC3)

inspected recycling bins and left

personalized tips in four neighborhoods in

July and September. Roughly 1/3 of

households were tagged on both visits.

Visit-over-visit data was compared to

determine impact.

38%
REDUCED  CONTAMINATION

The project reduced contamination in

residential neighborhoods. Areas with a

high percentage of vacation rentals did not

realize the same success.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

HC3 recommends Oops Tags as an effective

outreach tool for residential single stream

recyclers. Pairing with targeted marketing

could be especially impactful.

OOPS  TAGS
OUTREACH

Households that Reduced Contamination

52% 38% 25%

*Downtown was excluded from the average, as

most addresses were vacation rentals and saw

little reduction in contamination.

 



PROJECT  BACKGROUND

HC3 based Oops Tag Outreach on successful studies conducted by

Waste Management (WM). Staff worked with WM to identify addresses,

dates, and a process for data collection. Following the receipt of

Breckenridge Town Grant funds, HC3 created tags and conducted the

study in July and September. Two teams of two people tagged four

neighborhoods and collected data on iPads.

METHODOLOGY

For each bin tagged, staff recorded contamination notes and whether 

or not the bin included the following specific contaminants: plastic film,

food residue and non-recyclable containers. A bin was considered

improved when, on the second visit, the bin had fewer specific

contaminants and/or showed improvement in the notes. 

Hauler partnership and communication is critical. Understanding

the driver's exact route allowed us to stay ahead of recycling truck

and tag more bins.

Data collection can be simplified. Recording open-ended notes

was more helpful than recording whether specific contaminants

were present. Paid intern(s) are recommended for reliability and to

have the same people leading both rounds of tagging.

Bin labels should be aligned with tags. Outdated bin labels can

create confusion.

Tagging should be focused on residential neighborhoods.
Vacation rental properties saw little to no improvement.

HC3 recommends Oops Tags as an effective outreach tool for residential

single stream recyclers. Future projects should consider:

LESSONS  LEARNED
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